3 Life Hacks That Will Revolutionize Your
Relationships
Ever hear of “life hacks”? Little tips and tricks to make your life easier, like running a sticky note
between your keyboard keys to collect crumbs and computer lint. Here are three life hacks that will
act like relational lubricant.

“When you said/did X, I felt Y. Did you mean to communicate that?”
Instead of assuming we know someone’s motives and thinking, we need to clarify that we
understand what they intend. Sometimes things just come out wrong, not at all what is meant, and
it’s easily misinterpreted.

“When you gave me permission to take comp time after I worked all weekend, I sensed you were
giving it begrudgingly and you weren’t happy about it at all, like I had broken an unwritten rule or
expectation. Did I read you right?”

“When I asked you about _____, it seemed that you got really quiet and shut down. It felt like you
were shutting me out. Is that accurate, or am I missing something?”

“When I asked you to unload the dishwasher, you rolled your eyes and sighed. It’s the only thing I’ve
asked in two days, but it sounded to me like you were upset. As if it were an unfair burden to place
on you. Is that what you meant to communicate?”

The other person might respond with, “Yeah, I was upset and felt put-upon, but really I have no right
to be. I’m sorry for reacting so badly.” Or they might say, “I did? I don’t remember tha—oh wait, you
know what? I had just heard such-and-so on TV and it disgusted me. My body language was in
response to what was going on in the other room. Sorry, I didn’t hear you at all.”

It’s always a good idea to clarify what’s going on. And not assume you can read the other person’s
mind. Only God can do that.

Own the Plank in Your Eye
Whenever there is a conflict, it’s the result of clashing perspectives or motives or interpretations.
According to Jesus’ teaching in Matthew 7:3, the first step to resolving conflict is to take
responsibility for our part in it. It’s amazing how hostilities can de-escalate when someone steps up
to the plate and takes responsibility for their contribution to a problem.

Even if our part is only 5%, we’re 100% responsible for that 5%. And even if we’re sure we haven’t
done anything wrong, we can acknowledge the possibility that we may have said or did something
that was misinterpreted, and we can own that.

It’s natural to expect the other person to then take responsibility for their part in the conflict, but
alas, very often that doesn’t happen. They will just let you take the blame/credit all by yourself even
though you know perfectly well the other person was at fault at well. That’s okay. When you live for
an Audience of One, it’s always right to do the right thing, trusting God to work out the justice part.
Guilty parties never get away with it forever.

It’s not just a life hack, it’s supernatural, divine direction from the One who designed people and
intended us to be in relationship. Own your part in a conflict—and watch the tension deflate like
letting air out of a balloon.

How to Apologize
The specifics on this life hack came from one of the best blog posts in the history of the internet.
There are four parts:

1) I’m sorry for _____. . .: Be specific. Show the person you’re apologizing to that you really
understand what they are upset about.

Wrong: I’m sorry for being mean.

Right: I’m sorry for being unkind when I said you were fat and ugly.

2) This is wrong because _____: This might take some more thinking, but this is one of the most
important parts. Until you understand why it was wrong or how it hurt someone’s feelings, it’s
unlikely you will change. This is also important to show the person you hurt that you really
understand how they feel. I can’t tell you how much of a difference this makes! Sometimes, people
want to feel understood more than they want an apology. Sometimes just showing understandingeven without an apology- is enough to make them feel better!

Wrong: This is wrong because you are hyper-sensitive.

Right: This is wrong because I hurt your feelings and made you feel bad about yourself.

3) In the future, I will _____: Use positive language, and tell me what you WILL do, not what you
won’t do.

Wrong: In the future, I will not say that.

Right: In the future, I will keep unkind words in my head.

4) Will you forgive me? This is important to try to restore your friendship. Now, there is no rule
that the other person has to forgive you. Sometimes, they won’t. That’s their decision. Hopefully, you
will all try to be the kind of friends who will forgive easily, but that’s not something you
automatically get just because you apologized. But you should at least ask for it.

I love these four steps, and I would add eye contact to the mix.

These four steps to apologizing are powerful because they are biblical.
1. “I’m sorry for” means you are confessing, or agreeing with the other person, that you did
something wrong. Biblical prayers of confession are very specific in naming the sins committed, such
as idolatry, adultery, and murder. Apologizing to another person needs to be just as specific.
2. “This is wrong because” reveals that you understand of why it’s a problem. David prayed for
that kind of self-awareness in Ps. 139:23-24, “Search me, O God, and know my heart; Try me and
know my anxious thoughts; And see if there be any hurtful way in me, And lead me in the everlasting
way.”
3. “In the future, I will” is a commitment to repent and choose a better, more righteous behavior
than the one being renounced and forsaken. Zaccheus gave an example of this in Luke 19:8“Zaccheus stopped and said to the Lord, ‘Behold, Lord, half of my possessions I will give to the poor,
and if I have defrauded anyone of anything, I will give back four times as much.'”
4. “Will you forgive me?” is a humbling, difficult question to ask. Putting ourselves in the “onedown position” of asking for forgiveness risks exposure and shame-after all, the other person may
say no-but forgiveness was extraordinarily important to Jesus. “For if you forgive others for their
transgressions, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive others, then your
Father will not forgive your transgressions.” (Matt. 6:14-15)
Apologizing the right way is probably the most powerful way to restore a strained or broken
relationship.

God created us for relationships and for community. These three life hacks can go a long way toward
make them run more smoothly.
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